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Importance of interactions for free-volume and end-group effects in polymers:
An equilibrium lattice investigation
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We consider a lattice model of a polymer system in which we distinguish between the end~E! and the
middle ~M! groups. The free volume is represented as a ‘‘hole’’ or ‘‘void’’~0!, which constitutes a separate
species in addition to the two ‘‘species’’M andE. There are three different exchange interaction energies, and
correspondingly three Boltzmann weightswi j , iÞ j 50,E,M between different species. We define the free
volume associated with the speciesj 5M or E, as the average number of voids next toj. Using a recently
developed equilibrium lattice theory, we calculate the free volumevE andvM associated with an end group and
a middle group, respectively, and investigate the effects of interactions among them. Our calculations show
that vE andvM are intricate functions ofwi j , the pressure and the molecular weight, and that their difference
can change sign under certain conditions. These conditions are elucidated. We demonstrate that when the end
group is chemically dissimilar from the middle group, the middle group may have more free volume than the
end group. We find that the conditions that favor a middle group having more free volume over an end group
are wE0,1, wM0,1, andwME.1. The effect of pressure and molecular weight can be of either type and
appears to be dependent on the interactions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.011801 PACS number~s!: 36.20.2r, 05.20.Jj, 05.70.Ce, 82.60.Lf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The thermodynamic and the kinetic aspects of the liqu
glass transition provide an interesting duality, which prese
one of the most challenging problems in theoretical phys
@1,2#. It is fair to say that there yet exists no complete
satisfying theory of the glass transition@3# even though some
major progress has been made recently@4–7#. The most suc-
cessful theory that attempts to describe both aspects
some respectable success is based on the ‘‘free-volu
model of Turnbull and Cohen@8–10#. The concept of free
volume has been an intriguing one that pervades throug
physics but is not well understood@11#, at least in our opin-
ion. While the concept is intuitively appealing and very us
ful, it has not been put in anyquantitativeandrational form
based on first principles. The free volumev f associated with
each molecule is, in general, different from the average v
umev per molecule; the latter volume is the volume of t
Voronoi cell surrounding the molecule. It should also
mentioned that thev f is not the same as the differencev
2v0 , where v0 is the volume ‘‘occupied’’ by each mol
ecule. For example, in the random close-packed state
hard spheres, it is well known that the average filling fac
v0 /v is 0.637; yet,v f50 as this is the close-packed sta
Thus, one cannot identify the free volume with the emp
space, unlessv0 andv are the same in the close-packed sta
see, for example, Ref.@12#. ~As we will see below, the latte
is possible in a lattice theory.!

From the point of view of the free-volume theory, th
macroscopic features are a manifestation of the redistribu
of free volume at the microscopic level. In this picture, t
glass transition occurs when the free volume becomes s
ciently small to impede the mobility of the molecules; th
provides akinetic view of the transition along with its com
1063-651X/2001/64~1!/011801~9!/$20.00 64 0118
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plex time dependence. The nature of the time dependen
determined by the energy barriers encountered during re
tribution, and must be properly accounted for. On the ot
hand, thermodynamics describes the glass transition a
equilibrium transition@1,3# in the metastable state. The in
vestigation of this duality~equilibrium vs kinetics! is crucial
for a complete understanding. Here, our aim is somew
modest in that we deal only with equilibrium properties.
addition, we restrict our attention to temperatures well abo
the glass transition, as any discussion of a glass trans
inevitably requires treating polymers as semiflexible and a
requires considering metastable states. This adds a degr
complication that is not necessary at present if our aim is
understand the effect of energetics on the free volume.
effect of semiflexibility can easily be incorporated in o
analysis@7#, and will be investigated along with metastabili
in a separate publication.

In polymers, the problem of free volume is even mo
acute, as one must make a distinction between the free
ume associated with the end~E! groups and with the middle
~M! groups @13#. In particular, the viscosity and the glas
transition temperature are dependent on the molecular we
@13,14#, the latter, in turn, is related to the number of e
groups. However, the energetics continues to remain un
counted for in classical theories. End-group effects also p
a major role in the overall crystallization and thickening a
thinning kinetics in polymers@15#. The importance of ener
getics, especially due to end groups, is clearly evidence
the behavior of surface tension. It is observed that the sur
tension increases with molecular weight for the meth
terminated polymers, decreases for the amine-termina
polymers, but is almost independent for the hydrox
terminated polymers@16#. The conclusion is that the methy
end groups are preferentially attracted to the surfa
whereas the amine groups are depleted from the surfac
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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similar behavior is also observed when polybutadiene ch
are end capped with two different forms of fluorosilico
groups@17#. The end-group effects are important even in t
bulk where they control the phase separation beha
@18,19#.

To the best of our knowledge, the above distinction b
tween the free volumes associated with the two groups
not been formulated and investigated. We use a nea
neighbor lattice model of the polymer system in this wo
which is formally defined in the next section and allows f
only nearest-neighbor interactions between different spec
In this model, we define the free volume associated with
middle group~M! and the end group~E! as the average num
ber of voids that are nearest neighbors of a middle or an
group on the lattice. Although it is a simple definition, it h
the advantage that a void, which is surrounded by a wall oE
andM, contributes to the free volumes associated with e
of them.

One of the basic assumptions in the free-volume the
@8–10# is that the redistribution~not in time but in space! of
free volume or voids occursrandomlyand without any cost
in energy@12#. While this is certainly an appealing and sim
plifying assumption in the model, it overlooks an importa
aspect of redistribution. Since a wall of molecules alwa
surrounds each microscopic region of free volume, the in
action between molecules will certainly affect the redistrib
tion of free volume~see below!, especially when the redis
tribution involves free volume next to molecules. Thus, t
energetics should not be ignored. Consideration of energ
effects is the central aspect of this work. Since we are
dealing with the kinetics at present, we do not concern o
selves with energy barriers encountered in the actual r
rangement of voids~in time!. However, the equilibrium in-
vestigation does allow us to draw some useful conclusi
about the possible kinetics. For example, it is intuitively o
vious that the viscosity, a measure of the kinetics of
system, is a decreasing function of the free volume—a m
sure of the equilibrium property of the system: higher t
free volume, easier the mobility and, hence, lower the v
cosity. Thus, we can use the equilibrium study to draw c
clusions about the kinetics. This is what we intend to
here.

There are two aspects of end groups that are relevan
the observed behavior. The first one is associated with
difference in the free volume of the end group and of
middle group. The other one, and which is the primary foc
of our current investigation, is the influence of the energet
The effect of energetics was recently investigated by R
and Gujrati@19# using a lattice theory. The model invest
gated was that of a polymer solution in which end grou
and middle groups were treated differently. By treating
solvent species as voids, we can use this investigatio
describe free volume. The investigation requires approxim
ing the lattice by a Bethe lattice of the same coordinat
numberq. It is the only approximation made. The model
solved exactly on a Bethe lattice. Because of the exact na
of the solution, thermodynamics is always obeyed. The
sulting theory is a nonrandom theory and incorporates
random-mixing approximation theory~like the Flory-
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Huggins theory! as a limiting theory, as discussed exte
sively elsewhere@20#.

We can use the main results of Ryu and Gujrati to stu
the problem of free volume associated with end and mid
groups by a mere change in the ‘‘vocabulary.’’ In particula
the numberNS of solvent molecules will be replaced here b
N0 , which now denotes the number of voids. Thus, the d
sity fs of the solvent will be replaced by the densityf0 of
voids. Similarly, the contact densityfMS and fES between
the middle groups and the solvent, and the end groups
the solvent will be replaced byfM0 andfE0 , respectively.
Otherwise, our notation will remain unchanged. Our emp
sis in the earlier publication was to investigate the effect
energetics on the phase diagram. Here, we wish to inve
gate the effect of the energetics on free volume associ
with end and middle groups, respectively, which was n
investigated by Ryu and Gujrati. We refer the reader to R
@19# for a complete description of thermodynamics of t
model and other details that are omitted here.

The layout of the paper is as follows. We describe t
original model used by Ryu and Gujrati in the next sectio
We change the notation, as discussed above, to suit our
pose here. We introduce the concept of the free volume
sociated with the two groups in Sec. III. The effect of en
getics is investigated analytically and numerically in Sec.
In the last section, we discuss relevant experimental res
and observations that highlight new results obtained in
measurement of free volume and related phenomena.
compare these results with the conclusions drawn from
analysis. This section also contains a brief summary of
results.

II. MODEL

Consider a lattice ofN sites and of coordination numbe
q. We consider a pure system consisting of linear polym
whose end groups are treated as a species different from
middle groups. Each polymer chain has exactlyb bonds and
M5b11 monomers among which two monomers are e
groups and others are middle groups.~The use ofM for the
number of monomers in each chain should not be confu
with the subscript use ofM, where it refers to a middle
group, as invM0.) Each monomer of the polymer occupies
site of the lattice. The remaining sites of the lattice are
cupied by voids, each of which occupies only one site of
lattice. The excluded-volume effects are represented by
requirement that only one monomer can occupy a site of
lattice. The only allowed interactions are between near
neighbor unlike species. LetN0 , NE , and NM denote the
number of voids, end groups, and middle groups, resp
tively. Then, we have

N01NE1NM5N. ~2.1!

In the thermodynamic limitN→`, N0 , NE , and NM all
diverge but the corresponding densitiesf05N0 /N, fE
5NE /N, fM5NM /N remain fixed. Thus, Eq.~2.1! can be
written in terms of densities as follows:

f01fE1fM51. ~2.2!
1-2
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IMPORTANCE OF INTERACTIONS FOR FREE-VOLUME . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011801
Let B andNm5NE1NM denote the total number of bond
and monomers in all polymer molecules, respectively. Th
the bond densityf and the monomer densityfm5fE
1fM are defined by the limiting values ofB/N andNm /N,
N→`, respectively. Since each polymer molecule has t
end groups andM22 middle groups, it is easily seen that

fE5~2/M !fm5~2/b!f,
~2.3!

fM5~122/M !fm5~121/b!f.

Therefore, oncef ~or fm! is given,f0 , fE , andfM can be
easily determined from Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3!. If N00, NE0 ,
and NM0 denote the number of void/void, end-group/vo
middle-group/void pairs, respectively, andNEE, NME , and
NMM the number of unbonded end-group/end-group, midd
group/end-group, and middle-group/middle-group pairs,
spectively, then it is easy to see the following topologic
identities:

qN052N001NE01NM0 , qNE5
2

b
B12NEE1NME1NE0 ,

qNM52~121/b!B12NMM1NM01NME . ~2.4!

We now introduce densitiesf i j 5Ni j /N, (i , j 50,E,M ) in
the thermodynamic limit. In terms of densities, the abo
identities are given by

qf052f001fE01fM0 ,

qfE5~2/b!B12fEE1fME1fE0 , ~2.5!

qfM52~121/b!B12fMM1fM01fME .

Thus, among the densitiesf0 , fE , fM , f ~or fm!, f00,
fE0 , fM0 , fEE, fME , and fMM only four densities are
independent due to the six constraints enforced by Eqs.~2.2!,
~2.3!, and~2.5!.

We choosef, fE0 , fM0 , andfME to be the independen
densities. LetK be the activity corresponding tof and let
wE05exp(2b«E0), wM05exp(2b«M0), and wME
5exp(2b«ME) be the Boltzmann weights corresponding
the three kinds of pair densities specified by the subscri
Here b is the inverse temperature in the unit of the Bol
mann constant. The ‘‘exchange interaction energies’’«E0 ,
«M0 , and «ME are related to the ‘‘direct interaction ene
gies’’ ei j ,i , j 5M ,E,0 in the conventional manner,

« i j 5ei j 2~eii 1ej j !/2, i , j 5M ,E,0. ~2.6!

These simple relations between« i j and ei j are due to the
geometrical constraint~2.4! imposed by the homogenous la
tice structure as is easily checked.

Let X5$B,NM0 ,NE0 ,NME% denote the set of independe
quantities. LetV(X) denote the number of distinct configu
rations of the polymer system of our interest on the lattice
a prescribed setX. The partition functionZ for our model is
given by
01180
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Z5SV~B,NM0 ,NE0 ,NME!KBwM0
NM0wE0

NE0wME
NME, ~2.7!

where the summation is over all possible but distinct valu
of quantities in the setX consistent withN. In the thermody-
namic limit N→`, the entropy per siteS is given by a func-
tion of q, f, fE0 , fM0 , andfME ,

S[S~q,f,fM0 ,fE0 ,fME!5 lim
N→`

~ ln V/N!, ~2.8!

such that

]S

]f
52 ln K52bm,

]S

]fE0
52 ln wE0 ,

~2.9!
]S

]fM0
52 ln wM0 ,

]S

]fME
52 ln wME

in equilibrium. Herem is the chemical potential for adding
polymer bond. In the partial derivatives above, we must ke
fixed all other densities in the argumentsf, fE0 , fM0 , and
fME of S that are not involved in differentiation. The fre
energy per sitev5 ln Z/N,N→`, is obtained from the en-
tropy S by the following Legendre transform@19#:

v~K,wE0 ,wM0 ,wME![S1f ln K1fE0 ln wE0

1fM0 ln wM01fME ln wME ,

~2.10!

such that

K
]v

]K
5f, wE0

]v

]wE0
5fE0 ,

~2.11!

wM0

]v

]wM0
5fM0 , wME

]v

]wME
5fME .

In the partial derivatives above, we must keep fixed all ot
argumentsK, wE0 , wM0 , andwME of v that are not involved
in differentiation.

III. FREE VOLUME ASSOCIATED WITH GROUPS

We are now set to introduce the concept of free volu
associated with the two kinds of groups,M andE. We first
remark that in our model, the void and each of the tw
groups occupy the same volume, the volumev0 associated
with each lattice site. In this picture,v0 denotes the volume
of a cell of the lattice. Such identification endows ea
monomer a cubical shape, which is not very realistic. N
ertheless, we will adopt this picture here. The volumev per
monomer is identical to the volumev0 in the absence of
voids. In this case, the free volumev f is identically zero and
the empty space also vanishes as the filling factor is un
Thus, in our model, the free volume and the empty space
equivalent. Of course, one can, with a slight modificatio
treat the volumevm of each monomer to be different from
v0 .
1-3
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The amount oftotal free volume in our model isVf
5N0v0 and the total volumeV5Nv0 . It is possible to par-
tition equally either the total volume or the total free volum
per middle group or per end group in a trivial fashion. The
the volume per middle group or per end group would
identical. Such a partition of free volume is not consiste
with the customary notion of free volume according to whi
end groups tend to have more free volume than mid
groups@13,14#. A variety of definitions for free volume as
sociated with a molecule or group can be found in the lite
ture. Cohen and Turnbull@8# define the average free volum
per molecule as the difference betweenv̄, the average vol-
ume per molecule andṽ0 , its van der Waals volume. Liu
Deng, and Jean@21# note that the occupied volumeṽ0 has
also been defined by other workers as~1! the crystalline vol-
ume at 0 K, and~2! the volume swept by the center of gra
ity of molecules due to fluctuations. Yet in another defi
tion, the free volume associated with a hard sphere in a h
sphere liquid is the volume over which the center of t
given sphere can translate while the other spheres are fi
see, for example, Refs.@12#, @22#. According to this view,
this free volume should not be confused with thecavity vol-
ume, which is the volume of a continuous region of spa
available for inserting another sphere. In general, the ab
definitions relate free volume with the overall possible m
tion of the entity in question.

We define the free volume associated with a group i
slightly different manner. We note that, if the free volum
has to play any role in the instantaneousdynamicsof the
system, it is important to consider only that part of free v
ume, which isnextto monomers. This is important since th
movement of a monomer at any instant can only be poss
if a void is next to it; voids far away from the monomers pl
no appreciable role at that instant of motion. Furthermo
due to the restriction that a void occupies the same volum
a monomer, the proximity of a single void is sufficient f
instantaneous or local motion. We take this viewpoint in
following, even though we are not concerned with the d
namics at present. We do so because our eventual aim
investigate the kinetic aspect.

It is evident from the above discussion that a useful w
to introduce the concept of free volume associated with
group on a lattice is to take into account the immediate p
ence of voids next to the group. We, therefore, identify
free volume by the close contactsNM0 andNE0 . The follow-
ing quantities

vM[NM0 /NM5fM0 /fM , ~3.1!

vE[NE0 /NE5fE0 /fE , ~3.2!

determine theaveragefree volume associated with a midd
group and an end group, respectively. It is evident that th
quantities depend onq, M, and the three interaction energie
«M0 , «E0 , and«ME . Since voids form an ‘‘inert’’ species, i
is important to take into account the fact that the ‘‘dire
interaction energies’’

e005eM05eE050. ~3.3!

Hence, we observe that
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«M052eMM/2, «E052eEE/2. ~3.4!

In most cases of interest, where a pure monomeric fluid co
posed ofM or E forms a liquid state, the van der Waa
energieseMM andeEE are negative.~A negative value of the
direct interaction energy corresponds to attractive inter
tions.! This implies that«M0 and «E0 are mostly positive;
consequently,wM0 and wE0 are less than 1. On the othe
hand,wME can be both less than or greater than 1. Howev
for completeness, we will also considerwM0 andwE0 larger
than 1 to allow for directional interactions.

According to Ryu and Gujrati@19#, thew’s are related to
the contact densities via

wM05fM0/2AfMMf00, wE05fE0/2AfEEf00,
~3.5!

wME5fME/2AfMMfEE.

Let us introducef00
0 , the athermal value off00, when all

w’s are equal to 1. It is found that@19#

f00
0 5f0u

2 /fu , ~3.6!

wherefu5q/22f andf0u5qf0/2. The adimensional pres
sure, as shown recently@23#, is given by the adimensiona
pressurez0 given in Ref.@19#,

z0[bPv052 ln f01
q

2 H ln
2fu

q
1 ln

f00
0

f00
J . ~3.7!

Here,v0 is the volume per site, which we will absorb in th
definition of z0 .

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Molecular weight has been recognized as an import
parameter that dictates the thermal and mechanical prope
of amorphous polymers and in particular, the glass transi
temperatureTg . The common belief that theTg must de-
crease with decreasing molecular weight stems from
prevalent notion of the end groups havingmore free volume
than the middle groups. This gives rise to increasing f
volume with decreasing molecular weight, which reduces
Tg . While this argument is certainly correct when the e
groups are chemically and structurally similar to the midd
groups@24#, it does not take into account those polyme
systems in which the end groups may be different from
middle groups due to the method used in their synthesis
otherwise. We demonstrate that the energetics, which o
nates due to the dissimilarity between the end groups
middle groups, has a dramatic effect on the distribution
free volume. In particular, we identify the different facto
that control this distribution and can cause the middle gro
to have more free volume than the end groups. We den
the excess free volume associated with an end group ove
middle group by

vex5vE2vM .

Thus, whenvex is positive, the end group has more fre
volume than a middle group and vice versa.
1-4
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For many systems,beii are in the range~20.50,20.70!,
as discussed at length elsewhere@25#. Therefore, we can
safely take the values ofwM0 andwE0 around 0.75@see Eq.
~3.4!#. The exchange energy between the middle and
groups, however, will be small due to cancellation@see Eq.
~2.6!# and thereforewME will be close to 1. From now on
whenever we speak of interactions, we refer to the excha
interactions« i j and not to the direct interactionsei j , unless
noted otherwise.

We begin by noting that for any coordination number
the lattice that we choose, the end groups always have
extra unbonded contact as compared to the middle gro
When the end and middle groups are chemically similar, i
clear that the origin of the difference in the free volume
the end and middle group is due to finite coordination nu
ber, and it is obvious that the end groups will always ha
more free volume. We can make the two groups chemic
similar or identical by settingwME51 andwM05wE05w.
Also, a special case is the athermal limit where all th
wi j 51. In Fig. 1, we setz050.2, q58, M5100, andwME
51. We note that withv0>(10 Å)3 and at room tempera
ture, the choice ofz0>0.2 corresponds to>1 atm pressure
We display the results forvex over a range of values forw.
We find that the end group has more free volume than
middle group, a foreseen result.

We consider the effect of the coordination number,
pressure, the molecular weight, and the three interac
strengths onvex. We first demonstrate the effects of consi
ering different coordination numbers. In Fig. 2 we show t
behavior ofvex as a function of the coordination numb
from q54 to 12. It is obvious that as the coordination num
ber increases, the extra unbonded contact available to the
group will be progressively inconsequential. Thus we wo
expect the difference in the free volume of an end group
middle group to diminish, even in the case where the two
chemically similar, as the coordination number is increas

If one takes the following viewpoint, which does not see
far fetched, that more flexible the polymers are, higher
‘‘coordination number’’ for the corresponding lattice mode
then we conclude that the differencevex decreases as th
flexibility increases. This, then, suggests that the effect

FIG. 1. vex as a function ofw for a system in which the end
groups and middle groups are treated similar. Asw is increased
from 0.6 to 1.3,f0 increases from 0.004 to 0.7.
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decreasing the molecular weight on the glass transition
flexible chains would not be as strong as that for rigid chai

Next, we consider the effect of pressure andwM0 . In Fig.
3 we plotvex as a function ofz0 , the reduced pressure, fo
different combinations of interactions. It is evident that
fixed temperature, with increasing pressurevex may increase
~d! or decrease~s, ., ,!. Thus, the effect of decreasin
pressure~which controls the void density! is merely to en-
hance the magnitude ofvex while its sign is governed largely
by the interactions.

The role ofwM0 is twofold. Figure 4~a! and 4~b! pertain
to the effect of middle-group/void interaction. In Fig. 4~a! we
plot vex against wM0 for different choices of wME
50.9(d),1(s),1.1(.)). Figure 4~b! displays the change
in the void density—f0(L), vM(d), and vE(,)—with
wM0 for a specific case,wME51.1 of Fig. 4~a!. Figure 4~b!
also contains other plots; however, those will be discus
later. Forf0 , vM , andvE , the axis on the left-hand side i
to be considered. Because the middle groups constitu
large fraction of the polymer, the value ofwM0 also controls
the void density. AswM0→0, the statistical weight of state
with larger NM0 rapidly diminishes, i.e., the void densit
goes to zero@see Fig. 4~b!#. As the void density decrease
vex is also expected to decrease becausevE and vM them-
selves decrease and get closer to zero. From Fig. 4~a! we find

FIG. 2. Effect of coordination number onvex. As q is increased
from 4 to 11,f0 decreases from 0.16 to 0.01.

FIG. 3. Effect of pressure onvex for four different systems. As
z0 is increased from 0.01 to 0.34,f0 decreases from;0.047 to
;0.015 in all cases.
1-5
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that atwM0>0.6, vex>0 irrespective of the choice ofwME .
Thus, vex will reach the value of zero asymptotically a
wM0→0. Second, we have three interactions and, theref
the behavior ofvex is expected to depend on the relati
magnitude ofwM0 , wE0 , and wME . The changes in thei
relative magnitudes gives rise to the features of maxim
and minimum invex @refer to Fig. 4~a!# due to the difference
in the rate of change of free volume of the end group a
middle group withwM0 . If the free volume of an end grou
rises faster than that of a middle group,vex rises and a maxi-
mum is seen. However, if the free volume of a middle gro
rises faster than that of an end group,vex decreases and
minimum is observed. For example, in Fig. 4~b! the differ-
ence betweenvM(d) and vE(,) first increases withwM0
and then decreases~the changes in the difference are n
easily discernible!, which results in the minimum invex(.)
in Fig. 4~a!. However, the maximum and minimum may b
come more or less pronounced or even disappear by ch
ing the parameters. Consider a specific case, e.g., Fig.~a!
~d! with wME50.9. AswM0 is incremented from 0.6 to 0.7
in every instancewM0,wE0 ~except atwM050.7! and hence
the contacts between the end groups and voids are fav
over the contacts between the middle groups and voids. A
the void density increases rapidly aswM0 is incremented.

FIG. 4. ~a! Effect of midvoid interaction onvex for different
choices ofwME . ~b! vM ,vE , and the different characteristic fre
volumes for a specific casewME51.1. As wM0 is increased from
0.6 to 1.3,f0 increases from;0.005 to;0.7 in all cases.
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Due to these two reasons, we find thatvex increases with
increasingwM0 . However, whenwM0.wE0 , the effect is
reversed and therefore the maximum is obtained atwM0
>0.85 after whichvex begins to decrease. Of course, t
maximum is not expected to be exactly atwM05wE0 be-
causevex is a function of other parameters too.

We have explained that for some large value ofwM0
~mainly determined by the choice ofwE0 andwME! vex must
begin to decrease with increasingwM0 . Our calculations
show that aswM0 is incremented further, finally a minimum
is obtained beyond whichvex begins to rise and eventuall
approaches the value of 1.0 asymptotically in the limitwM0
→`. The maximum and minimum is readily visible in Fig
4~a! ~d!. In the other two plots, the maxima have been su
pressed due to the choice of interactions. The eventual ris
vex can be understood by noting that the end group has
extra unbonded contact available. WhenwM0 becomes very
large as compared towE0 and wME , the voids are strongly
attracted to the middle groups. Because the end groups
attached to the middle groups, they too get their share
voids and at this stage the actual value ofwE0 and wME
becomes immaterial. Hence, bothvM and vE increase with
increasingwM0 , e.g., if we chooseq58, then aswM0→`,
vE→7 andvM→6; thereforevex→1.0. We also note thatf0
decreases as the attractive direct interaction strengtheMM
increases, i.e., aswM0 decreases. According to the Doolittl
semiempirical equation, this corresponds to an increas
viscosity. As a consequence,Tg must increase with the
strength ofeMM .

By comparing the three results obtained for differe
choices ofwME in Fig. 4~a!, we find that the nature of the
middle-group/end-group interaction perhaps has the st
gest effect onvex. In Fig. 5, we showvex as a function of
wME for two cases,wM0.wE0(d) andwM0,wE0(s). We
find that irrespective of the interactionswM0 and wE0 , as
wME is increased,vex decreases, i.e., the middle groups te
to have more free volume. This behavior can be explain
with the argument that as the middle-group/end-group in
action becomes attractive (wME.1), the end groups are sur
rounded by the middle groups of its own chain or oth

FIG. 5. Effect ofwME on vex for the choices ofwM0.wE0 and
wM0,wE0 . As wME is increased from 0.85 to 1.14,f0 decreases
from ;0.03 to;0.02 in both cases.
1-6
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chains and are therefore effectively ‘‘shielded’’ from th
voids. Due to the fact that the middle groups greatly outnu
ber the end groups, the effect of this shielding is more sev
on vE than vM ~since these denote the average value!.
Therefore, as the middle-group/end-group interaction
comes more attractive,vE decreases faster thanvM and
thereforevex decreases. When the middle-group/end-gro
interaction becomes repulsive, contacts with the voids
favored and thenvex increases. The relative values ofwM0

and wE0 determine the rate of change ofvex with wME .
When wE0,wM0 , the middle groups prefer to be with th
voids and hencevex decreases more rapidly withwME . We
have considered the effect of pressure and molecular we
also but we find that the qualitative relation betweenvex and
wME remains unchanged.

Figure 6 displays the effect of end-group/void interacti
on vex. It is clear from the figure that for a fixed choice o
wME and wM0 , as the end-group/void interaction is ma
attractive,vex increases, i.e., the end groups tend to ha
more free volume. It is also evident that having the midd
group/end-group interaction attractive decreasesvex and re-
duces the rate of increase ofvex with wE0 . Although we
have not shown it here, we have also investigated the ef
of all other parameters~besides middle-group/end-group in
teraction! on the qualitative relation betweenwE0 and vex.
We find thatvex increases withwE0 irrespective of the choice
of the interactions, pressure, molecular weight, etc.

The effect of molecular weight is considered in Fig. 7
considering four different combinations of middle-grou
void, end-group/void, and middle-group/end-group inter
tions. Different combinations have been chosen to cover
the features, based on our understanding of the interpla
these interactions. From Fig. 7 we immediately note thatvex
has a weak molecular weight dependence, especially in
high molecular weight limit. It is also apparent that at fix
pressure and temperature,vex may increase~.! or decrease
~d, s, ,! as molecular weight is incremented. Thus, t
effect of molecular weight is dependent on the choice
parameters, similar to the effect of pressure.

FIG. 6. Effect of end-void interaction onvex for two choices of
wME . As wE0 is increased from 0.6 to 1.2,f0 increases from
;0.03 to;0.04 in both cases.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Experimental methods that are widely used to estim
and characterize free volume are positron annihilation sp
troscopy ~PAS!, fluorescence spectroscopy, and pho
chromic labeling technique. Small angle x-ray and neut
diffractions have also been used to determine density fl
tuations and then to deduce free volume size distributio
Of these methods, fluorescence spectroscopy and ph
chromic labeling technique have the capacity to estimate
cal free volume. Sung, Yu, and Robertson@24# have em-
ployed photoisomerisable probes to evaluate the free volu
at different sites along the polymer molecule. The probe
azobenzene chromophores—undergo a trans→cis photoi-
somerization, the extent and kinetics of which are sensi
to the local free volume immediately surrounding the pro
From the photoisomerization behavior at different sites,
local free volume at each site can be estimated. Theref
the local free volume they investigate is similar to our de
nition of free volume associated with a group. They inves
gated the regions around the chain ends, the chain sides
the chain centers along the backbone of polystyre
Through an indirect analysis, they were able to conclude
the styryl end groups have more free volume than the mid
groups. It should be noted that for this system, the e
groups are very similar to the middle groups and theref
the above result is expected, as seen in our theory.

Danussoet al. @26,27# were particularly interested in
studying the effect of end-group dissimilarity on the var
tion of Tg with molecular weight. They measured theTg for
17 series of linear perfluoro-poly~oxymethylene-co-
oxyethylene! oligomers of several molecular weights havin
a common perfluoronated body and equal end groups of
ferent types. A clear end-group effect is demonstrated
their results in which theTg increased with decreasing mo
lecular weight for several oligomers. The unexpected res
were obtained mainly for systems in which the end grou
were polar in nature~opposite in nature to the hydrocarbo
backbone molecules!, causing a stronger direct end-end a
tractive interaction. The stronger attraction corresponds
smallerwE0 . Interpretation of these new results in terms

FIG. 7. Effect of molecular weight onvex for four different
systems. AsM is increased from 2 to 982,f0 decreases from;0.08
to ;0.02 for wM0,wE0 , and from ;0.04 to ;0.036 for wM0

.wE0 .
1-7
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SAGAR RANE AND P. D. GUJRATI PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011801
the free volume model implies that the fractional free volu
for these systems must decrease with decreasing mole
weight, an effect that is possible when the end groups h
less free volume~small wE0! than the middle groups. How
ever, Danussoet al. ascribe their unusual results to chang
in the cohesive state of the system with molecular wei
due to the different interaction strengths between the mid
groups, the end groups, and each other. Similar argum
have been propounded by Engberget al. @28#, who have
studied the effect of end groups on the structural relaxa
behavior of poly~propylene glycol! ~PPG!, using Brilluoin
scattering and dielectric relaxation. They find that the rel
ation dynamics of hydroxyl~OH!-terminated systems ar
rather insensitive to molecular weight whereas with met
(CH3)-terminated systems a large change in the relaxa
dynamics with molecular weight is observed. The differen
in behavior has been related to hydrogen bonding, due
which the effective chain length purportedly increases, a
then one probes the segmental relaxation time, which is
most independent of the degree of polymerization. Ot
groups @29–31# have investigated the effect of having a
ionic end group on the viscosity and glass transition temp
ture. In these systems too, unusual results of increasing
cosity andTg with increasing end-group concentration ha
been reported. In general, these results have been attrib
to the aggregation of the ionic groups thereby forming cro
linked networks which, in effect, leads to a reduction in se
mental mobility. Thus, substantial evidence@24,26–34# of
the strong effect of the nature of end groups on phys
properties is present in the literature. From the above dis
sion it is apparent that the free-volume model, although u
ful, cannot account for molecular dynamics in entirety. T
free volume is only a secondary effect; at the most fun
mental level it is the interactions that control the dynami
Furthermore, the ambiguity in the definition of free volum
or the often used term ‘‘dynamic free volume’’~the part of
free volume that is relevant for dynamics! has lead to con-
siderable confusion and difficulty in implementing th
theory. We have defined the free volume associated wi
group as the average number of voids in its immediate pr
imity. Clearly, this free volume is the most relevant wh
considering instantaneous molecular mobility. Howev
long-range cooperative relaxation will be governed by bo
the free volume associated with individual groups as wel
the total free volume in the system. This is because coop
tive relaxation is also facilitated by the presence of a clus
of voids, an information that is not present in our definiti
of free volume associated with a group. In an attempt
characterize the overall free volume in the system, we h
introduced the following definitions as different measures
the characteristic free volume in the system.
t.
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v im5~M22!vM12vE , vM05f0 /fm , vp5f0 /fn ,

and, of course, the fractional free volumef0 . Here,v im is
the free volume that isimmediatelyneighboring or surround-
ing the polymer molecule,vM0 denotes the average free vo
ume available to every monomer, andvp is the average free
volume per polymer molecule. The number density of po
mer molecules isfn5fm /M . We have studied these differ
ent definitions in Fig. 4~b!. For v im(m) andvp(n), the axis
on the right-hand side applies, while forvM0(j) and
f0(L), the left-hand side axis is to be considered. For t
particular example we find thatv im , vM0 , vp , and f0 all
increase with increasingwM0 . Thus different measures o
the characteristic free volume give similar results. Howev
this is not true in general. We find~results not shown! that
the above four definitions can give conflicting results for t
changes in the characteristic free volume when considere
a function of the interactions, molecular weight, pressu
etc. Also, from Fig. 4~b! we find that the functional form and
magnitudes ofv im , vM0 , vp , and f0 are quite different.
Thus the definition of characteristic free volume, which
relevant for mobility, must be chosen carefully. Voids th
are shared~i.e., are common! between two or more mono
mers contribute towards instantaneous motion of an in
vidual group or segment, but may not significantly contribu
towards long-range relaxation, because the segments ha
return to their original position. However, with neighborin
cluster of voids that are large enough, the chains can m
more easily and quickly. To complete the free-volume a
proach, in addition to the total free volume, the idea of t
size distribution of free volume has been invoked. Theor
cal @8–10# and experimental@22,34–37# results for the size
distribution of void clusters have been obtained for seve
systems. However, we believe that consideration of free v
ume alone is insufficient to describe molecular dynamics
one must account for the interactions. We have carried
calculations for the size distribution of void clusters in o
scheme. The results will be presented elsewhere@38#.

In summary, we have demonstrated that for systems
which the end group is chemically dissimilar from th
middle group, the middle group may have more free volu
than the end group, in contrast to popular belief. When
two groups are similar, the end group will generally ha
more free volume than the middle group. The factors that
in favor of the middle group having more free volume ov
an end group are: attractive end-end and middle-midd
direct interaction and attractive middle-end exchange in
action and vice versa. In the experimental results that
have quoted, the systems that showed unusual behavio
general have an attractive end-end direct interaction. The
fect of pressure and molecular weight can be of either t
and appears to be dependent on the interactions.
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